Classical beamforming techniques rely on highly linear transmitters and receivers to allow phasecoherent combining at the transmitter and receiver. The transmitter uses beamforming to steer signal power towards the receiver, and the receiver uses beamforming to gather and coherently combine the signals from multiple receiver antennas. When the transmitters and receivers are instead constrained for power and cost reasons to be nonlinear one-bit devices, the potential advantages and performance metrics associated with beamforming are not as well understood. We define beamforming at the transmitter as a codebook design problem to maximize the minimum distance between codewords. We define beamforming at the receiver as the maximum likelihood detector of the transmitted codeword. We show that beamforming with one-bit transceivers is a constellation design problem, and that we can come within a few dB SNR of the capacity attained by linear transceivers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Simple one-bit wireless transceivers are being considered for a variety of cost, size and power-related reasons, especially as mobile wireless communications moves to the millimeter-wave band [1] - [17] . Multiple transceiver chains are being considered to allow beamforming at the transmitter and/or receiver to regain signal energy lost to path and penetration losses at such high carrier frequencies. Yet it is unclear what it means to beamform with one-bit transceivers.
Classical beamforming techniques that require highly linear transmitters and receivers are well-understood. They are implemented using high resolution analog-todigital converters (ADCs) and digital-to-analog converters (DACs). Because such ADCs and DACs are power hungry (for example, a 12-bit 4 Gsample/second ADC (Texas Instruments ADC12J4000) consumes two Watts (2 W) [18] ), low-resolution (especially one-bit) ADCs [1] - [14] and DACs [14] - [17] are being considered instead. With such non-linear devices, the beamforming techniques and corresponding performance metrics are not well-understood. In this paper, provide some simple techniques and performance metrics.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We focus on a model where one-bit quantization is considered at both the transmitter and receiver in a lineof-sight (LOS) channel:
where M and N are the number of transmitters and receivers, x ∈ {± 1 √ 2 ± j √ 2 } M and y ∈ {±1 ± j} N are the transmitted and received signals, t and r are the array responses of the transmitter and the receiver, which are vectors with M and N complex elements whose magnitudes are 1, ρ is the received SNR at each receive antenna, v ∈ C N is the additive complex Gaussian noise with v ∼ CN (0, I) and v is independent of x, t, and r. The function sign(·) provides the sign of the real and imaginary part of the input as the real and imaginary part of the output.
A quick observation is that we can combine the array response at the transmitter t and the transmitted vector x in (1) and get an equivalent single-input multiple-output (SIMO) model:
and s can be considered as the equivalent transmitted symbol in the equivalent SIMO model. For comparison, we also show the equivalent SIMO model for a linear system:
with
where x L is the linear transmitted vector with total power M , s L is the equivalent transmitted symbol, y L is the linear received vector, and v ∼ CN (0, I) is complex additive Gaussian noise.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION In classical beamforming techniques, the transmitter steers signal power to the receiver to maximize the distance between transmitted symbols, and the receiver combines the received signal coherently to effectively boost the received SNR and reduce the probability of error in detection. A similar idea can be applied to set up the problem of beamforming with multiple onebit transceivers, and we compare linear and one-bit beamforming throughout.
A. Beamforming at the transmitter
Transmitter beamforming can be expressed as a codebook design problem.
1) classical linear transceivers: In a classical system, the codebook design problem is
where
This problem is equivalent of finding a set of symbols with size K :
and then find the corresponding vectors x of those symbols. This is classically solved (approximately) by setting x L = tu, where u is a symbol generally taken from a standard PSK or QAM constellation.
2) one-bit transceivers: With one bit quantization, similar to (6) , the design problem is 
(11) There is no equivalent classical solution to this problem, and we discuss some approximate solutions.
B. Beamforming at the receiver
Beamforming at the receiver minimizes the probability of error in the detection of s L ∈ S L or s ∈ S. We consider the maximum-likelihood (ML) detector, which minimizes the probability of error when the input is uniformly distributed.
1) classical linear transceivers: The ML decoder of classical linear transceivers iŝ
2) one-bit transceivers: The ML decoder of one-bit transceivers isŝ = argmax s∈S P(y|s).
IV. BEAMFORMING AT THE TRANSMITTER

A. classical linear transceivers
The design of codebook B L shown in (6) is related to the problem of circle packing in a circle [19] which is an open problem in general. However, if we restrict the symbols s L (5) obtained from x L ∈ B L to have the largest magnitude, we obtain an approximated solution
which is optimum when K ≤ 6 according to [20] . The corresponding alphabet of equivalent transmitted symbols becomes
which is a K-PSK modulation with magnitude √ M .
B. one-bit transceivers
The design of the codebook B shown in (9) requires searching among 4 M symbols. Rather than do the complete search, we search over a much smaller subset. When K = 2 and K = 4, the solution of (10) is
Finding the x that corresponds to s max can be done by searching all 4 M possible vectors to find x max . We suggest a simpler method.
We first define a subset of {± 1
where t k is the kth element of t, and x(ϕ) is defined as:
The corresponding set of equivalent transmitted symbols is defined as
Even though we have infinitely many ϕ in the interval [0, 2π], the size ofX is bounded by 4M . Let x k (ϕ) be the kth element of x(ϕ). By varying ϕ from 0 to 2π, the value of x k (ϕ) potentially changes 4 times for each k, and therefore we will get at most 4M different x.
For any complex number c ∈ C, we have
Therefore,
for any k. Also, there is no other vector
We have some properties of the set S(X ).
Property 1: For any s ∈ S(X ), we have |s| > M 2 . This result gives a lower bound on the "beamforming gain" that can be expected with one-bit transceivers.
Proof: According to (21) , for any s ∈ S(X ), there
Let c k = t * k x(ϕ) k , we have
2 Property 2: s max ∈ S(X ) and |s max | ≥ 2 √ 2M π , where s max is defined in (18) .
Proof: Let
We replace the nth element of x with
and denote the new vector asx.
Therefore, |t Hx | > |t H x|, which means x = x max . Hence x max ∈X and therefore s max ∈ S(X ). Now, we will prove |s max | ≥ 2 √ 2M π . Since s max ∈ S(X ), we have
Let c k (ϕ) = t * k x k (ϕ) and we have
When ϕ covers [− π 4 , π 4 ], β k (ϕ) will also cover [− π 4 , π 4 ] for any 1 ≤ k ≤ M . Therefore, (28) becomes
(31) 2
We use the set S(X ) whose size is no larger than 4M to find K symbols to maximize the minimum distance. The set of the symbols selected for transmission is
which is an approximate solution of (10). Specially, when K = 2, 4, we can quickly find s max and apply (16) and (17) to find S defined in (10) . Searching over 4M possible x is clearly much easier than searching over all 4 M possible.
Here, we provide an algorithm to quickly obtainX and then S(X ) can be computed through (21) 
where S L is the alphabet of the equivalent transmitted symbol s L , f L is the linear combining beamforming vector,ŝ L is the estimate of s L .
2) one-bit transceivers: For one-bit transceivers, based on the equivalent SIMO model shown in (2) , the ML decoder in (13) can be written aŝ
where S is the alphabet of the equivalent transmitted symbol s, y k ∈ {±1 ± j} is the kth element of y.
Let y R,k and y I,k to be the real part and imaginary part of y k . Then, according to model (2), we have log P(y k |s) = log P(y R,k |s) + log P(y I,k |s),
with P(y R,k |s) = Q(− 2ρy R,k · real(r k s)) (37) P(y I,k |s) = Q(− 2ρy I,k · imag(r k s)),
where Q(·) is the classical Q-function, real(·) and imag(·) output the real and imaginary part of a complex number, r k is the kth element of r, which is the array response at the receiver. 
The log-likelihood function of the transmitted symbol s can be computed through (42), which provides soft information for decoding an outer channel code.
VI. EXAMPLE WITH UNIFORM LINEAR ARRAYS
We consider a system using uniform linear arrays (ULA) with adjacent distance λ 2 at both the transmitter and the receiver, where λ is the wavelength of the carrier. According to [21] , the array response becomes t = [1, e jπ sin θT , e j2π sin θT , · · · , e j(M −1)π sin θT ] T . We first consider M = N = 8. According to (11), we have 4 M = 65536 possible symbols s ∈ A to choose from. Using Algorithm 1, we can getX and obtain S(X ) from (21) , which has no more than 4M = 32 symbols. The scatter plot of all s ∈ A are shown in a complex plane in Fig. 1 , where 32 red dots represent the symbols s ∈ S(X ), while all the other possible symbols are in green. Their magnitudes are very close to √ M , which is the maximum magnitude of equivalent transmitted symbols of linear transceivers.
Based onX obtained from Algorithm 1, we consider K = 2, 4, 8 and solve (32) for the set of the selected symbols S. So that the receiver can decode the symbols in S without knowing the transmitter codebook (which depends on t), we desire that the resulting constellation have a regular pre-agreed upon PSK structure. Fig.2 (red  dots) shows the result of choosing QPSK (K = 4) and 8-PSK (K = 8). They appear "rotated", but any such rotation can easily by absorbed into the channel.
We are also able to obtain the mutual information between the input s and the output y when s is uniform 
with s uniform distributed among S, and P(y|s) can be easily obtained from the model (2) . Also, we can compute the channel capacity of the system modeled in (2) and (3), which is equivalent to a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) with 4 M input and 4 N output, using Blahut-Arimoto algorithm [22] , [23] . This is compared with the channel capacity of a system with linear transceivers, as modeled in (4) and (5) , which is
The results are shown in Fig. 3 . We can see that the gap of the channel capacity between the linear transceivers and one-bit transceivers is smaller than 4 dB when the SNR (per receive antenna) is smaller than -10 dB. We also observe that the BPSK, QPSK, and 8-PSK-like constellations do well at low SNR.
We now apply an LDPC code, and use receiver beamforming (maximum likelihood) to examine performance. We use a DVB-S.2 standard LDPC code with block size 64800 and code rate 0.5. We employ bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM [24] ) with our 8-PSK-like constellation shown in Fig. 2 , where the bits generated by the encoder are interleaved before being mapping to the constellation symbols. Gray codes are used to map 3 bits to those 8 symbols. With 3 bits/symbol and 0.5 code rate, the information rate becomes 1.5 bits/channeluse. The log-likelihood of each symbol s ∈ S can be computed using (42). The performance is shown in Fig. 4 , and we observe that we are only 1.3 dB away from the channel capacity of the one-bit transceivers, and only 4.7 dB away from the channel capacity of the linear transceivers.
B. M = N = 40
Since the size of S(X ) increases linearly with M , and the complexity of beamforming at the receiver (ML decoder) increases linearly with N , we may also consider large M and N . For example, we consider M = N = 40 with the same LOS channel with θ T = θ R = 10 • . We again consider K = 8 and use Algorithm 1 to obtain the codewords, and seek an information rate of 1.5 bits/channel-use. The performance is shown in Fig.  5 , and we are only 4.4 dB from the channel capacity of linear transceivers. Note the low per-receiver SNR that can be accommodated. With one-bit transceivers, we are approximately obtaining the M N beamforming gain that is typically obtained with classical linear transceivers. 
